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Abstract
This review of the pathophysiology of spinal cord injuries provides the backgound knowledge necessary for understanding the basis of the
therapy for these patients.
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Mini Review
In order to understand just what happens when a patient
experiences a spinal cord injury, one has to comprehend the
injury pathophysiology. Then efforts can be made to interrupt
the pathological processes in the neural, vascular and immune
systems in order to stop the natural progression of events. If a
patient has a transected or severely compressed and contused
spinal cord secondary to an injury, the natural progression of
events will lead to the loss of reflexes, the loss of sensation, and
the paralysis of the affected limbs. So now we will proceed to
discuss some of the cellular and molecular events after a spinal
cord injury occurs, some of which are pathological and some are
protective.

For the purposes of discussion, spinal cord injuries can be
divided into three groups: (1) contusion, which is a bruising of
the spinal cord, (2) laceration, which is a complete severing of
the spinal cord, and (3) solid cord injury, which is an axon injury
and a demyelination [1-5]. Immediately after a spinal cord injury
in the acute phase, there is a systemic hypotension and a spinal
shock along with hemorrhage. This leads to the death of the
involved cells in the spinal cord from the injury and from ischemia
or lack of blood. Swelling of the spinal cord then occurs along
with major shifts in the body’s electrolytes. Neurotransmitters
also accumulate. The secondary phase is characterized by a
continuation of the death of various cells, a continuation of the
edema of the spinal cord, and a continuation of the shift of the
electrolytes. Production of free-radicals follows. In addition,
there is an occurrence of lipid peroxidation, a neutrophil and a
lymphocyte invasion with a release of cytokines, an apoptosis
which is a programmed cell death with an entry of calcium into
the cells. The last phase or the chronic phase is marked by a
continuation of the apoptosis, an alteration of the ion channels
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and receptors, a formation of fluid-filled cavities, scarring of
the glial cells, demyelination, an attempt at regeneration of the
neurons, and an alteration of the neurocircuits with a possible
syringomyelia.

What is meant by spinal shock? In the acute phase after
a severe spinal cord injury, the spinal cord cannot function
properly due to a lack of oxygen and nutrients to the tissues. This
lack of oxygen may be due to failure of the diaphragm to function
if the injury is at C4 or due to an airway obstruction. This is all
exacerbated by a prolonged hypotension due to acute blood
loss. Another contributing factor might be the necrosis of the
spinal cord neurons and the endothelial cells lining the spinal
cord. Those neurons that do survive, respond with a barrage
or a bombardment of electrical impulses known as action
potentials. These, in turn, cause a major shift in the ions, which
can cause other cellular membranes to rupture followed by a
release of excessive amounts of neurotransmitters. Too many
of the neurotransmitters release glutamate, which can be lethal
to nearby neurons known as excitotoxicity. Glutamate also kills
oligodendrocytes that surround and protect the axons. It is the
death of the neurons that causes the losses of motor and sensory
functions after the spinal cord injury (Faden AI, 1988). The spinal
cord injury also causes damage to the small blood vessels of that
cord which causes a disruption of the blood-spinal cord barrier,
which normally protects the spinal cord. The blood-brain barrier
controls the passage of cells and large molecules between the
circulatory and the central nervous systems. It keeps immune
system cells from entering the spinal cord. When the barrier is
broken, immune system cells, mainly white blood cells, invade
the spinal cord and causes an inflammatory response which
produces an accumulation of fluid and allows more immune
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cells such as neutrophils, T-cells, macrophages, and monocytes
to accumulate at the site of the injury. The immune system’s
response helps to fight off infection, but it sets off a release of
cytokines, a group of molecules that are detrimental to the nerve
cells. The microglia cells respond to the cytokines and beome
macrophages and recruit additional microglia. The resting
astrocytes express more cytokines and form scar tissue within
the spinal cord. The swelling continues and the other surviving
neurons are compressed and die. The remaining blood vessels
narrow and some become thrombosed further aggravating the
ischemia. This process causes the spinal cords gray matter to
become necrotic more than the axons in the white matter of the
cord NIH Publication No.03-160, pp.14-19).
Inflammation of the injured spinal cord also stimulates the
production of free radicals. Normally these free radicals are a byproduct of normal cell metabolism. The spinal cord injury causes
an overproduction of these free radicals, which attack and disable
molecules crucial for cell function by modifying their structure.
The free radicals cause a breakdown of the lipid metabolism
within the cells, a process known as lipid peroxidation. They also
change the behavior of other cells so that instead of protecting
the injured patient, they turn into agents of destruction. Injury
to the cells brings an influx of calcium into the cells, which
promotes more free radical formation (See Spinal Cord Injury,
NIH).

Some of the cells in the spinal cord die as a result of a
programmed cell death called apoptosis or a cellular suicide.
As a result, oligodendrocytes in the damaged areas of the spinal
cord are killed which means that the cells forming the myelin
for the axons are no longer available. Myelin is needed for the
conduction of nerve impulses through the axons. This interferes
with the communication of the body through the spinal cord
to the brain. Thus the damaged spinal cord via the glial cells
forms scar tissue, which makes it difficult if not impossible for
the axons to transmit impulses. When the axons are injured
and disconnected from their nerve cell bodies there follows a
disintegration. This process is called Wallerian or orthograde
degeneration. Nerve cell bodies with damaged axons and the
axon segment that remains attached may die by retrograde
degeneration. This degeneration begins at the site of the injury
and progresses back toward the cell body.
When considering the various treatments and options for
patients who have sustained a spinal cord injury, it must be
remembered that surprisingly with incomplete lesions, there is
a certain amount of spontaneous natural healing. Usually within
24 hours, various mechanisms aid the natural process of healing
although this will by no means be complete. A few patients may
even demonstrate a substantial degree of recovery [5-10]. It
used to be thought that recovery would be limited and of short
duration. Now the belief is that the healing process can continue
for years. Thus treatments have been geared to this revised
thinking.
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The mature neurons that have been damaged will not
recover. But because of the plasticity in the body and the spinal
cord, surviving neurons can react and possibly adapt to change
and compensate. It is this plasticity that allows the body to
regenerate and regrow. It was assumed that neurons could only
grow a few millimeters. However, Aguayo reported that central
nervous system axons have the capacity to regrow long distances
if they are not inhibited by molecules in their extracellular
environment [8]. There are molecules in the extracellular
environment that guide axon regrowth and if these molecules
are lacking, then growth will be impeded. Axon growth can
occur if the environment is supportive. In the peripheral nervous
system, regrowth does occur because the Schwann cells are
actively involved and support this activity.

Much of our knowledge about the natural healing in spinal
cord injuries is derived from animal studies. For example, it is
now known that remyelination by the Schwann cells and the
oligodendrocytes occur and that there is a recovery of conduction
in demyelinated axons. There is a strengthening of the existing
synapses and that there is a sprouting of intact axons which
form new circuits. Finally, growth factors are released and there
is a shift of some function to alternate circuits [11-15]. This
information has encouraged research in therapies that involve
the transplantation of various cell types.
The fact that there is a limited regrowth and sprouting of
axons to form new synapses are part of another mechanism of
functional recovery [16]. Besides the growth factor molecules,
there are other molecules that will guide the axons to their
destination [17-18]. In order to plan for the treatment of spinal
cord injuries, it is important to understand just how we move
our extremities so that therapy can be directed toward restoring
that lost function. To initiate and maintain movement in the
extremities requires that a complex set of activities occur. There
has to be the initial thought in the brain, which causes the
brain’s neurons to generate an action potential or lots of action
potentials. The maintenance of these movements also requires
neuron generating activity especially from different parts of
the brain, such as the motor cortex, the basal ganglia, and the
cerebellum into the brain stem. These potentials travel down
the corticospinal tracts, down the final common pathway, to the
peripheral nerves and muscles, which then contract. Some areas
of the body require more cortical activity than do others: for
example, a pianist who uses delicate finger movements requires
more cortical input than does an uncomfortable sitting person
who crosses his legs. These action potentials travel down the
axons of the corticospinal tract to the ventral horn of the spinal
cord. Signals must come from the motor cortex to modulate and
regulate the actions of the muscles. These action potentials are
also necessary to regulate the smooth muscles of many organs as
well as the autonomic nervous system which regulate the blood
pressure and body temperature.
Next it is important to understand that a feedback mechanism
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is regulated first from the sensory endings onto the posterior
columns back to the cerebral cortex and the cerebellum. These
actions occur mainly through the sensory roots and the posterior
columns. Proprioception is moderated through this system and
enables the patient to know at all times where his feet are, where
his limbs might be, and how to adjust his movements to his
environment. Other reflexes are handled through the reflex arc
such as the patellar or ankle reflexes. This sensory information
will bypass the posterior columns, will not go back to the brain,
but will modulate through the reflex arc itself.
Why can some animals walk after a spinal cord injury when
humans cannot? Why is it that spinal cord injury research on
animals sometimes does not correlate with what we see with
humans? Some experiments in the 1960s suggested that there
is a central pattern generator (CPG), which is a complex circuit
of neurons that regulate locomotion [19]. This generator is
responsible for coordinated rhythmic muscle activity. The
research was done on a cat when the brain stem was transected.
No information could go from the spinal cord to the brain. After
this transection, the cats could stand up on their own and walk.
Similar results have been reported on transecting the spinal
cords of rats and mice and all of these animals could still stand
and walk. The conclusion was that the CPG in these animals was
located in the spinal cord and not in the brain.
The question remains if the CPG is in the spinal cord and not
in the brain, then why cannot humans stand on their own and
walk after a spinal cord transection? The location of the CPG
in these animals must be different than its location in humans.
It may be that animals who walk on four legs have a different
location for the CPG than humans who walk on two legs. Humans
have more of a cortical dominance than the other animals studied
[20]. Therefore, the results of research on animals is difficult if
not impossible to translate into humans and primates. This is
of concern when interpreting enthusiastic and hopeful research.

The majority of the spinal cord injured patients do experience
spasticity, which is a state of increased muscular tone. This in
turn can cause pain, flexion contractures, fractures, and even
decubitus ulcers. Although the exact cause of this spasticity is
not known, it is not for lack of theories. One theory is that it
may be due to a greater excitability of the motor neurons and
another states it may be due to injury induced sprouting of axons
forming new synapses. Still another theory proposes that it may
be due to a pathological alteration in the electrical properties of
the motor neurons themselves.
Chronic pain after spinal cord injuries occurs in almost 80%
of the patients. Several classifications have been attempted in an
effort to better define the types of pain patients are experiencing.
Sometimes the pain is such a problem that patients become
depressed and thoughts of suicide are not uncommon in this
group. The two largest categories of pain are nociceptive and
neuropathic pain and there are sub classifications and subtypes
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of these. Nociceptive pain is that dull pain a patient experiences
such as when a limb is fractured. Neuropathic pain is that pain
which can be described as shooting , burning or electrical.
Nociceptive pain can be treated with physical therapy, surgical
therapy, and various pain medications. Neuropathic pain is more
difficult to treat and may require surgical treatment such as
neural decompression or fluid drainage.
In order to understand why patients with spinal cord
injuries have problems urinating, we must review the anatomy
of the urinary bladder and its relationship to the brain and the
spinal cord. Two main muscles control bladder function: the
detrusor muscle controls bladder contractions and the external
sphincter muscles at the bladder base control bladder outflow.
These muscles work in a reciprocal manner. When one contracts,
the other relaxes and thus urine flows out of the bladder. These
muscles are supplied by separate nerves and their coordination
is done at the pons level in the brainstem. The pelvic nerve sends
sensory messages back to the pons so that the person knows
when the bladder is full and needs to be emptied. This is also
called the voiding reflex. When a disruption of these spinal tracts
above the sacral level occurs, this leads to a condition known
as areflexia, when the detrusor muscle becomes flaccid. Thus
the bladder does not empty and urine backs up to the kidneys.
The bladder can become hyperreflexic and over reactive or
the patient can have involuntary contractions of the sphincter
muscles and cannot empty the bladder at all.
The central nervous system is essential to voluntary control
of the gastrointestinal tract, particularly the elimination of
feces. Problems in this area can lead to bowel obstruction and
colorectal distention. Life- threatening hypertension can be
triggered by bowel distension.

Many men and women who experience spinal cord injuries
have reported that they have decreased libido or reduced sexual
drive. Sexuality is partly controlled by various centers in the spinal
cord. Also several brain regions such as the limbic center and the
hypothalamic areas contribute to this as well [21]. The sexual
response includes three separate functions: erection, ejaculation,
and orgasm. Erection has two components controlled by distinct
spinal cord reflexes. There is a psychogenic or mentally induced
erection controlled by T11 to L2 segments and there is the
reflexogenic erection controlled by the sacral cord. Ejaculation is
controlled by that portion of the cord from T10-S4 and involves
the sympathetic, parasympathetic and somatic nerves. Orgasm
is the rhythmic pelvic floor contractions mediated by the sacral
cord. Dysfuntions in either the brain, the gastro-intestinal or the
urinary system can have an influence on the pleasurable aspects
of the orgasm. For women, the spinal cord is also important since
sexual response and arousal involve vaginal lubrication, swelling
of the clitoris along with an increased heart and respiratory rate,
and blood pressure. Psychogenic vaginal lubrication is controlled
by T10-L2 and reflexive vaginal lubrication is controlled by S2S5. Only about 50% of women with a spinal cord injury are able
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to have an orgasm and researchers believe that the sacral reflex
in necessary for orgasm to occur [22].
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